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Trivani International Raises Close to $2 Million in Humanitarian Aid

Nearly $2 million raised by Trivani International for charitable projects in Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the U.S.

Springville, UT (PRWEB) April 23, 2010 -- Trivani International (http://www.trivani.net/), the world’s first
purpose-driven network marketing company, is close to raising $2 million dollars for the company’s charitable
causes around the world. The money, generated by the sales of Trivani’s line of toxin-free personal care and
nutritional products, will support projects like building schools in Kenya and providing low-cost surgeries for
children in the Philippines.

“For us to raise such a large amount for impoverished people—in the midst of an economic recession, no
less—shows that even when money is tight, people want to help, even if they’re across the planet,” says Dee
Mower, President of Trivani International and the company’s sister non-profit organization, the Trivani
Foundation (http://www.trivanifoundation.org/index.php). “Our unique system allows people to help just by
brushing their teeth with Trivani tooth gel and shampooing their hair with Trivani’s safe shampoo. They don’t
need to change their budget to be able to provide substantial help. All they have to do is ‘switch stores’ and use
Trivani products.”

The Trivani Foundation partners with almost a dozen charities to undertake humanitarian projects in Uganda,
Kenya, Cambodia, Nepal, the Philippines and Mexico. Trivani also uses Facebook and other technologies to
connect donors with the villages and individuals they sponsor. The Trivani Rescue Initiative (
http://www.rescueinitiative.org/) allows companies and organizations to sponsor an entire village, working
closely with country managers on the ground to set goals that will help the village become completely self-
sufficient.

Kelsey Thompson from Colorado, says, “I share Trivani with others, not just because I believe in the products,
but because it gives me the chance to become directly involved in charitable work. I love connecting with the
villagers from the places I’ve donated to and hearing them tell me that they love their new school or medical
center or clean water well.”

About Trivani International
Trivani is the world’s first Purpose Marketing® company, using the power and profit of network marketing to
provide ongoing humanitarian aid around the world. Trivani’s unique business model consists of two distinct
but closely intertwined entities: Trivani International and the Trivani Foundation. This business model helps
Trivani fulfill its humanitarian goals through three main missions: Purpose, Health, and Prosperity.

Persons interested in learning more about the company can go to www.trivani.com. Persons interested in the
Trivani Foundation, a non-profit organization, and its humanitarian projects can go to
www.trivanifoundation.org.

Leslie Deeanne Mower is available for media interviews and special speaking engagements.

For more information contact:
J.Michael Palka
619-977-5022
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Contact Information
J.MICHAEL PALKA
Trivani International
http://www.trivani.com
619-977-5022

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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